
“The Belle of Amherst” Chamber Version Tech 
(Absolute Minimum Stage Dimensions:  15’ wide & 8’ deep) 

 

 

 

LIGHTING 
— Minimal Lighting or Room Lights Only  

 

 

SOUND 
— Amplifiers and speakers sufficient for the theatre, to be used to amplify CD playback and  

       reinforce sound quality of the ARTIST 

— 2 wireless body lav mics (with extremely small mic, as it is worn under wig and shows slightly  

        on forehead) [WHEN SPACE DEMANDS MICS]. Fresh batteries (Beige body lav mics, if possible)  

— 1 professional quality CD player with “AUTOMATIC STOP MODE” tied into system. 

       (This type of CD Player is Essential to running of “Belle” Sound Design)   

       [Ms. Grace can carry this C. D. Player when Driving to Venue instead of Flying] 
—  (If PRESENTER does not have this type of CD Player, one can be rented c/o ARTIST for $50) 

 

 

PROPERTIES 

 

** Indicates pieces that can be carried by Ms. Grace if travelling by car  
 

1. Small writing table (2’x3’ or larger) 

2. Chair with arms for the writing table 

3. A trunk that can be sat on [Or, a simple chair] 

4. ** A small Bench (for a window seat) [Or, a piano bench] 

5.  A very small bench (for ‘Hallway Area’) [Or, a foot stool] 

6. A substantial chair 

7. Table (which ‘makes sense’ next to the chair), but that is large enough for 4 Framed Photos with 

some space.  (It must also be low enough so that Emily can use it for writing when sitting in the 

chair). 

8. ** Small table (sturdy enough to hold tea set and tray) 

9. Coat rack [We can do without this when necessary] 

10. ** 3 oriental-style rugs (Two 4’x6’s; and One 8’x10’ or 9’x12’) (If an extra 4’x6’ is available,  

        that can be used as well) [Or, 2 simple 4’x6’ rugs] 

11. ** Tea set with tray (If Tea Set is not available, a Tray & Teapot with 1 cup & saucer & a small 

       cake plate will work) 

12. ** Large piece of dark cake, preferably with no icing (or 3” x 6” Small Loaf Cake) 

13. ** Can of coca cola (1/performance – to be used for tea in Tea Pot) 

14. ** Small bud vase (TALL ENOUGH FOR A LONG-STEMMED ROSE) 

15. ** 8-16 old looking hardcover books (preferably in muted tones) 

16. ** Poem Box (Emily’s poem sheets measure 9”x6”) 

17. ** Small wastepaper basket 

18. ** 3 fresh red roses, with rather long stems (Not necessary if we use my silk ones) 

19. If workshop is scheduled, an Easel & Name Tags for Students are needed. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

TECH REHEARSAL 
 

Can be completed in 3 Hours, provided that Lights are Hung & Focused with Set in Place prior to Start of 

Rehearsal which will include a cue-to-cue, time to run sound design, and a speed run of the show.  

On-site Technicians needed: 1 Sound Operator; 1 Light Board Operator (if needed), and 1 Person to give 

Ms. Grace 15, 5 & Start Show calls at Performance & Rehearsal Time, as well as to secure her keys and  

wallet during the Performance.  

 

HOSPITALITY 

 

Fresh fruits; hot water for tea with honey; two (2) 1.5 liter bottles of spring water; small cranberry juice 

and a roast beef sandwich. 
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